
Dear Partners in Ministry,  

“Awesome!!” Was the reaction when it became clear that US based missionaries can plan to 
go to Africa again after the lock-downs stopped such travel for 2 years. Also Lida, leader pre-
senting the Life Conferences responded well to the cancer treatments and has decided to go 
to Zambia to present 4 Conferences in July. The training team in Zambia are ecstatic about 
this and are hard at work setting up the 4 Conferences in eastern Zambia. Lida and Beverly 
have worked at team teaching for a number of years—an effective, experienced team.  
 

Steve and Johan will also travel to Zambia in July to conduct Advanced training sessions for 
Regional and District leaders in western Zambia. An exciting development there is that the 
Lord opened an opportunity for Hope Builders to acquire a (sorely needed) training venue—
Praise HIS name. (see more about Mongu over leaf). 
 

Gerald undertook a very fruitful training trip to the MAKUA in northern Mozambique. The 
fruit on his labor is particularly sweet when we experience “a first”. The YAO tribe (highly 
Moslem) has been difficult to reach over many years. Now a door has opened and Hope 
Builders has gained access to their area with training starting there.  

 

Praises to the Lord, are resounding as Disciple   Makers receive Bibles for 
their students from the 20,000 English and 5,000 indigenous bible purchas-
es made in the beginning of the year. Enthusiasm is channelled into local 
Evangelism Outreaches as Disciple Maker students complete their practical 
assignments. Great progress is being made to reach the most unreached 
areas in the 5 African countries we serve in.      
  

Thanks to our partners who make these reports possible. Hope 
Builders projects rely on your support as God moves your heart 
to supply the trainers and training materials.  
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Hope Builders urgently needs your help in serving the most rural believers. 

 

 

Please participate in dong so by filling out your respnse over the page. 
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This summer, the four Disciple-Maker teams working in 
India, Bangladesh and Pakistan have set an ambitious 
plan: to minister in 3,000 churches focusing on Jesus’ 
command to MAKE DISCIPLES! Bibles and DMP materials 
are being distributed in Hindi, Bengali, Telugu, Urdu and 
English resulting in Churches growing in their FAITH and 
numerically, despite the restrictions caused by the non-
conversion law passed recently– it prohibits openly shar-
ing the Gospel. Jesus  promised “I will build my Church 
and the gates of Hades will not prevail against it.” Please 
pray for the persecuted church in Asia. Bicycles needed.                                                   

Hope Builders was able to acquire property for a Training 
Center in Mongu, western Zambia. The sanctuary will also 
serve as lecture hall and accommodation for the speakers 
at the conferences. Walls of a 3 bedroomed house have 
been built up to roof level. Completing the house and 
providing a steady water supply will cost about $17,000. 
The very arid conditions of western Zambia mitigate 
against extensive farming & thus is not as densely popu-
lated as other parts, resulting in fewer opportunities for 
locals. The needs are higher & thus HBM’s need for un-
dertake significant training requires such a facility. 

 

   I prefer my gift to Hope Builders Ministries to be used as follows:  
 

$______ Where most needed                             $_______ Bicycles (18 required @ $250)               

 

$______ Printing of Training Manuals              $_______ Mongu Facility 

 

$______ Indigenous language Bibles                $_______ Needs in Asia          

 

Name: ____________________________  Address: ________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________ State: _______ Zip: _______________________   

    www.hbmin.org      All gifts, including preferences, administered by HBM are tax deductible   

PLEASE HELP: Introduce family, friends and whomever to Hope Builders Ministries, by: 

 Using our website, HBMin.org, to share so much more of what is happening in all the countries HBM works in. 

 Downloading the phone app “Hope Builders Disciple Makers” from your app store, and promoting it to them.  

 Following, Liking and Sharing HBM on Facebook.com/HopeBuildersMinisties   

It certainly is a privilege for the HBM team to serve with you as partners in God’s work around the globe. Continue 
PRAYING for us as you enable the great work to prosper through your giving. It is much needed, thank you. 

   Johan, Lida and the entire HBM team appreciate your partnership. 
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